
CPS: Medium: Collaborative Research: Collective Intelligence  for Proactive Autonomous Driving

Scientific Impact: 
vStudies on a highly dynamic 

complex CPS, including machine-
machine and human-machine 
interactions 

vInterdisciplinary research in 
signal processing, statistical 
learning, optimization, as well as 
communications and networking

Solution: Proactive Driving with Collective 
Intelligence
v Module 1: Scene construction

o Multi-modal multi-view sensing to exploit perspectival 
diversity

o Comprehensive, general and optimal scene construction

v Module 2: Situational Interpretation
o Physics-level: cooperative tracking
o Maneuver-level: behavioral characterization
o Interaction-level: complex interactions with big hypothesis

v Module 3: Decision Making and Planning
o Inter-vehicle impact map 
o Dual-layer game towards proactive driving

v Supportive Module: Communications Considerations
o High-rate and low-latency communication support
o Robustified modes of collective intelligence

Challenge: 
vHybrid system with mixed intelligence 

and/or connectivity 
vHeterogeneity in information and 

actions
vHigh complexity and fast dynamics
v Information sharing requirements for 

cooperation

Broader Impact: 
vNext-generation intelligent transportation 

system design
vCombination of autonomous driving with 

traditional transportation system users
vMulti-disciplinary solution to large complex CPS 

in a holistic manner
vSoftware/Tool developed for data analytics in 

transportation systems
vNew course developed and course updates
vMentoring female engineering students for their 

graduate school applications
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• Functional Module 2 - Situational Interpretation: Analyze the evolution of the constructed scenes
and interpret the driving situation from three progressive levels: i) physical location and tra-
jectory of vehicles via high-precision cooperative tracking; ii) vehicle maneuver prediction
personalized and enhanced by driving behavioral characterization; and iii) scene evolution
prediction involving highly complex vehicle interactions via big hypothesis theory.

• Functional Module 3 - Decision Making and Planning: Proactive driving based on the situa-
tional interpretation to ensure individual vehicle safety and improve overall e�ciency of trans-
portation consisting of mixed vehicle autonomy and/or connectivity. This module consists of
two components: i) dual-step big data screening via Sure Independent Screening to sparsify
the inter-vehicle impact map; and ii) a dual-layer game model towards proactive decision
making.

• Supportive Module - Communications Considerations: Two aspects pertinent to collective in-
telligence will be considered: i) Network architecture enhancement for high-mobility scenarios
in order to better meet the data-hungry and latency-sensitive requirements of the idealized
collective intelligence framework operation; and ii) Remedies and robustified modes of the
collective intelligence framework under imperfect or even partially compromised communications
conditions.
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Figure 1: An overview of this project.

It is also worth mentioning that, as all smart and
connected systems penetrating into every aspect of to-
day’s human living, privacy and security are of great
concern here as well. In this proposal, however, we
intend to focus on the theory and techniques of the
core collective intelligence framework for autonomous
driving, with communications constraints under nor-
mal circumstances, while leaving privacy and security
attack countermeasures to future considerations.

1.3 CPS Research Focus
In this project, we consider autonomous driving

techniques in practical transportation scenarios with
mixed vehicle autonomy and/or connectivity. The system under consideration involves large amount
of heterogeneous sensing data, complicated physical motions of transportation participants, highly
dynamic, and complex evolution of the entire system including machine-machine (among autonomous
vehicles) and human-machine (between autonomous vehicles and legacy transportation participants)
interactions. All these render the system a highly dynamic complex CPS. The proposed research
activities address the integration of sensing, data analytics, statistical learning, communications and
networking and the physical motion components of vehicles in a complex dynamic environment, which
can greatly advance the science of CPS. To achieve the project objectives, we organize interdisciplinary
e↵orts in signal processing, statistical learning, optimization, as well as communications and network-
ing. The scope aligns well with the expectation of a medium project under the CPS program.

1.4 Proposed Research
1.4.1 Functional Module 1: Scene Construction

For the general public, the recent Boeing 737 MAX fatal crashes certainly raised significant con-
cerns about the practicality of autonomous driving. For researchers and developers, these ought to
provoke profound thoughts regarding the sensing module design philosophy for autonomous vehicles.
In terms of environment sensing, these tragedy events reminded us of the following facts: i) sensing is
critical for any autonomous and intelligent system; ii) it is a bad idea to rely on just a single sensor,
since it may fail and greatly mislead the operation of an autonomous system; and iii) the sensing
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Introduction
vTransportation system: one of the most 

important infrastructure for our society
vEfforts along two paths: 1) improved 

intelligence for individual vehicles: from 
ADAS to autonomous driving; 2) 
enhanced infrastructure with 
intelligence and connectivity. → Can 
these two paths merge?

vPassive mindset of autonomous driving 
→ Can the autonomous vehicles be 
proactive?
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